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ABSTRACT 
Test system designers are comfortable with the concepts of precision and 
accuracy with regard to measurements achieved with modern instrumentation. In 
a well-designed test system, great care is taken to ensure accurate measurements, 
with rigorous attention to instrument specifications and calibration. However, 
measurement values are subjected to representation and manipulation as limited 
precision floating-point numbers by test software. This paper investigates some of 
the issues related to floating point representation of measurement values, as well 
as the consequences of algorithm selection. To illustrate, we consider the test 
case of standard deviation calculations as used in the testing of Infrared Focal 
Plane Arrays. We consider the concept of using statistically-based techniques for 
selection of an appropriate algorithm based on measurement values, and offer 
guidelines for the proper expression and manipulation of measurement values 
within popular test software programming frameworks. 
Keywords: measurement accuracy, preCIsIOn, floating-point representation, 
standard deviation, statistically based algorithm selection, Monte Carlo 
techniques. 
INTRODUCTION 
Some well-known software bugs have resulted in security compromises, sensItive data 
corruption, bills for items never purchased, spacecraft crashing on other planets, and the loss of 
human life. Ensuring correctness of software is a necessity. We work toward software 
correctness via two approaches: testing and formal verification. In both cases we strive to 
demonstrate that an algorithm or device behaves according to its specification - usually a 
statement relating inputs to expected outputs. 
In automated test systems, great care. is taken to achieve high quality measurements with 
expensive, highly accurate and precise instrumentation, in order to reduce systematic errors and 
blunders. However the measured inputs are still algorithmically manipulated as floating-point 
values and in many cases precision and accuracy get thrown away. This loss will be missed 
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during test if the test limits are expressed with the same limited precision floating-point hardware 
on which we run the test program. Ideally, test system results should be compared with "true" 
floating point values, but generating such values requires arbitrary-precision arithmetic that is 
usually too resource-intensive to be practical. In its place engineers may be able to carefully 
manage precision by tracking error bounds in computation. Where the nature of the computation 
shows that the error bounds cannot be made sufficiently tight, probabilistic methods of 
computation, such as Monte Carlo Arithmetic, can be employed. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide background information 
on accuracy and precision, common problems encountered with floating-point code in test 
software, and the IEEE 754 floating-point standard. Section 3 considers the problem of how 
different implementations of the same function can produce differing behavior with given 
floating-point inputs, and looks at ways to select algorithms to minimize precision loss. This 
discussion focuses on standard deviation algorithms for a case study. Section 4 looks at the use 
of arbitrary-precision arithmetic as an alternative approach to floating-point code, and Section 5 
examines another alternative, Monte Carlo arithmetic. Section 6 concludes and summarizes the 
work. 
2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Accuracy and Precision 
Testing and verification are subject to the constraints of accuracy and precision. Accuracy refers 
to the relationship between a measured quantity and its "true" value. Precision refers to the 
number of significant digits that can be represented by a machine. For example a device can 
have a precision of six decimal digits but allow for readings accurate to only four. Such a device 
may report a voltage measurement of 2.16734 volts (six digits of precision) but we only 
"believe" the first four digits, 2.167 (our accuracy). For all practical purposes, no physical 
quantity such as a voltage can be measured "exactly": there always exists an uncertainty 
associated with the measurement, [Vin90]. Note that integer-valued quantities can be represented 
exactly, but these are counted, not measured. It's unrealistic to think that measurement 
uncertainty can be eliminated. Estimation of these uncertainties often involves the technique of 
making multiple measurements to reduce the uncertainty due to random errors, and quantifying 
the uncertainty using the standard deviation. For example, at Raytheon Infrared Operations, 
standard deviation is used to characterize the performance of Infrared Focal Plane Arrays that 
may contain millions of individual detectors. 
Yet even highly accurate and precise measurements are subject to preCISIOn loss when 
manipulated by test software. Subtraction of nearly equal values is generally the most 
problematic as it results in cancellation of significant digits. Complex iterative calculations, 
especially those in feedback systems often introduce rounding errors that over time can 
annihilate all significant digits [PJS92]. 
James Gosling claimed "95% of the folks out there are completely clueless about floating-point" 
and Kahan agrees [KD98]. Worse, Kahan has observed "much of what is taught in school about 
floating-point error analysis is wrong" and goes on to point out thirteen (1) prevalent 
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misconceptions about floating-point arithmetic. In addition, many programming languages fail 
to give programmers any access to hardware traps and flags necessary to efficiently manage non­
finite intermediate results of a computation that can disappear in subsequent stages of a 
computation. Because testing is inherently concerned with the relationship between "true" 
values and floating-point representations, test system engineers and those creating test software, 
require a working knowledge of the kinds of nonintuitive issues surrounding floating-point code, 
as well as the technical details of floating-point representations and arithmetic. They must also 
be familiar with techniques for managing rounding errors and cancellation, and with alternatives 
to floating-point code including arbitrary-precision arithmetic and Monte Carlos arithmetic. 
2.2 Floating Point Foibles 
Let's look at two floating point related peculiarities test software developers may encounter. 
While neither of these are particularly profound from a technical viewpoint, nevertheless they 
can be the cause of grief in test systems software. 
2.2.1 Formatted Output Precision Is Not Floating Point Representation Precision 
When creating it test report, it's very common to make comparisons between a measured result 
and a limit or limits, make a PASSIFAIL assessment, and print the result. Quite often, the report 
is tabular in form with limited room for including all of the significant decimal digits of the 
floating-point values involved. The programming language's output formatting capability is 
used to create a text string with the numeric values rounded to as many digits as will fit in the 
table cell or column. As a consequence, the PASSIFAIL result of the numeric comparison 
sometimes does not agree with the rounded values displayed. For example, two floating-point 
values that differ only in the fourth digit, will appear to be the same if displayed to three or fewer 
digits. More than a few indignant quality engineers have grieved hapless programmers over this 
issue. 
Similarly, inexperienced developers may be astonished to discover that when a single precision 
floating point yalue is assigned to a double precision variable, apparently invalid decimal digits 
often appear (depending on the decimal value) at positions beyond those significant to the single 
value. The double precision value is of course no less accurate; however, if only significant 
decimal digits were being displayed or output, when the additional significant decimal digits are 
shown, the apparent affect is that the value somehow became less accurate. 
2.2.2 Comparing Floating Point Values 
When porting source code between compilers and platforms, the same source code can yield 
different results depending upon the manner in which the compiler evaluates expressions, 
regardless of the similarity of the underlying floating point hardware. 
National Instruments, a vendor of both test hardware and test software development systems, 
notes that the following code will produce different results for different compilers even when 
compiled and executed on the same machine. 
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/*	 More precision than can be represented. Note that an unsuffixed
 
floating point constant is interpreted as a double in ISO C */
 
#define PI 3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971 
main () 
1* Test 1 *1 
if (acos (-1) ~~ PI)
 
printf("acos(-l) == PI Succ~eded\n");
 
"else
 
printf("Huh? acos(-l) and PI should be equal! !\n");
 
1* Test 2 *1 
if (l/acos (-1) ~~ 1/PI)
 
printf("l/acos(-l) -- 11PI Succeeded\n");
 
else 
printf("Huh? 1/acos(-1) 11PI should be equa1!!\n"); 
Different results indeed occur: when compiled with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, the first test fails 
and the second passes. When using the National Instrument's LabWindows/CVI development 
environment, both tests pass. In both cases, the same machine was used, an Intel Pentium III 
Coppermine processor running Windows NT 4.0. 
To insure source code portability for situations such as these, NI offers a floating-point 
comparison software routine that provides a tolerance factor for small differences in floating 
point values. 
2.3 IEEE 754 Floating Point Standard 
Many seemingly difficult and non-intuitive issues surrounding floating-point code could be more 
easily managed if engineers and programmers became familiar with the details of floating-point 
representations and arithmetic. Prior to the mid 1980's hardware vendors sold machines with 
distinct and incompatible floating-point representations. Today nearly every major hardware 
vendor supports the IEEE 754 standard. An important reason for the success ofIEEE 754 is that 
it mandates not onlythe precise layout of bits in a number's representation, but also the. behavior 
of most arithmetic operations, including the handling of exceptional situations. This ensures 
portability of software across conforming machines. 
A floating-point number is represented as 
where do ...dp.! are the digits of the significand; b is the base and e is the exponent. If do= i the 
representation is said to be normalized, otherwise the represented value is a subnormal. 
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Normalized values have the full p digits of precision. IEEE 754 specifies four representations, 
all of which have b = 2: single, double, single-extended and double-extended. 
2.3.1 Single Precision 
The single-precision, or 32-bit, format is used for the float type in Java and C and the REAL*4 
type in Fortran. Here the standard specifies a precise layout of bits 
3 32222222 22211111111110000000000
 
1 09876543 21098765432109876543210
 
+-+--------+-----------------------+
 
I s I elf I
 
+-+--------+-----------------------+
 
Here bit 3 I is the sign-bit, bits 30-23 are eight bits of exponent, and bits 22-0 are 23 bits of 
127fraction. Ife is neither all zeros nor all ones, the represented number is I-s x (Ljh x 2e- , so we 
effectively have 24 bits of precision since the leading I bit is assumed, not stored. Subnormals 
are represented with an e field of all zeros, where we have I-s x (0j)2 X r 126• When the e field is 
all ones, we represent infinities (+8 and -8) and NaNs ("not-a-number"); full details can be found 
in the standard itself or in many excellent summaries. 
2.3.2 Double Precision 
The double-precision, or 64-bit, format is used for the double type in Java and C and the 
REAL*4 type in Fortran. The standard also specifies a precise bit layout for this format; bit 63 
is the sign-bit, bits 62-53 comprise I I bits of exponent in the range -1022 ... 1023 for normalized 
values, and bits 52-0 are the 53 bits offraction (with 54 true bits of precision since the leading I 
is not stored). Subnormals, infinities and NaNs are treated as in the single-precision case. 
2.3.3 Single-Extended Precision 
The standard does not specif'y a precise bit layout for the single-extended precision format, 
stating only that there must be at least 31 bits ofprecision for normalized values with a minimum 
exponent of at most - I022 and a maximum at least 1023. 
2.3.4 Double-Extended Precision 
The standard does not specif'y a precise bit layout for the double-extended precision format, 
stating only that there must be at least 63 bits ofprecision for normalized values with a minimum 
exponent of at most -16382 and a maximum at least 16383. 
The floating point units on Intel's ubiquitous x86 microprocessor product line contain a 
particular implementation of this format, called the 80-bit, or ten-byte, real format. This format 
uses one sign bit, fifteen exponent bits and 64 fraction bits (in which the leading bit is explicit, 
not assumed). This 80-bit format is the native format on the x86; programmers can store values 
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in memory as 32-bit floats or 64-bit doubles, but when loaded into registers these are expanded 
into the 80-bit format, and all computations are done and intermediate results stored in it. 
Another implementation of double-extended is the so-called "quadruple" or 128-bit, format, 
which is expected to become widely supported. 
2.3.5 Ranges 
Programmers need to be aware of the range and precision of floating-point formats. For example 
if measurements are done on systems with 8 decimal digits of precision, computations in single­
precision are likely unwarranted. Generally, computations should be done with as much 
precision as is efficiently available; the deliberate use of less-precise formats must be rigorously 
justified as acceptable for one's particular data distribution. 
Single Double Intel's 80-bit 
Size in bits 32 64 80 
Bits of precision 24 (23 explicit) 53 (52 explicit) 64 (all explicit) 
Decimal digits of 7.22 15.95 19.26 
precision 
Largest magnitude 
Normalized 
±(2_2-LJ)x2'"" 
±3.4028x 1038 
±(2_2-'L)x21023 
±1.7977x10308 
±(2_Z-63)x216m 
±1.l897x 104932 
Smallest magnitude 
Normalized 
±2-ILO 
±1.1755x 10-38 
±2-luu 
±2.2251 X 10-308 
±2-10J'L 
±3.3621 X 10-4932 
Smallest magnitude 
subnormal 
±Z-I4> 
±1.4013x 10-45 
±Z-lu7q 
±4.9407x 10-324 
±2-loqQo 
±1.8225x 10-4951 
2.3.6 Flags and Traps 
An extremely important part of the IEEE 754 standard is that operations that are invalid, that 
overflow, that underflow, that divide by zero, or that produce inexact results are flagged. 
Programmers can examine these flags and even set traps for them thereby avoiding the error­
prone pollution of if-then-else statements for each operation. Unfortunately most high-level 
programming languages fail to give much (if any) support for floating-point flags and traps ­
even those languages advertising support of the standard - thus requiring the use of specialized 
libraries, or assembly language. Again test software in particular should make use of these 
techniques, lest the test code and the units under test both compute the same incorrect results 
from failing to detect NaNs or infinities in intermediate computations. 
3 ALGORITHM SELECTION 
Armed with the knowledge of floating point representation an engineer can make a proper 
decision of an alforithm implementation when multiple implementations exist. For example, the 
expression (x2-y ) can also be computed as (x+y)(x-y). In the former case the rounding errors 
from the squaring operations will become the significant digits in the result in the case where the 
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subtraction results in cancellation, though [00191] points out that the latter expression is 
sometimes less accurate. 
3.1 Case Study: Problems with Variance Computation in a COTS Framegrabber 
A real-world example of the consequences of algorithm selection was encountered when we 
were using a commercial, off the shelf (COTS) framegrabber to capture video imagery from a 
FUR (Forward Looking Infrared) under test. The problem was to "find the dot" within a frame 
of captured video, the dot being fonned by the reflection of a laser target designator. We used a 
pattern-matching function provided by the framegrabber vendor that "walked" an idealized 
image of the laser dot across the video frame, looking for minima in the statistical variance 
between the pixel values of the idealized image and the frame. To our consternation, the routine 
failed miserably, unable to find a laser dot that was clearly visible in the raw data to the unaided 
eye. Analysis of the algorithm used by the vendor disclosed that the calculation of the sample 
variance (the square of the sample standard deviation) was being implemented according to the 
fonnula: 
2 I f'( -\2S =--L...Xj-Xj 
n -I j= ! 
Note the tenn that squares the difference between a value x and the mean x. If the value ofx is 
close to the mean (and this was the case with the test method being used), the difference is small, 
and the square of that small difference is smaller yet. As a result, all of the precision was being 
"washed out" such that the variance minima were not being detected. We proposed an 
alternative algorithm using the following, mathematically equivalent expression for the sample 
variance: 
2 I -f' -2 
S =--L,x2 j-X 
n -I j=! 
When the same function was re-written using this alternative expression that avoids squaring the 
very small differences between floating point values, the "find the dot" routine worked just fine. 
We should note that the DSP implementation was in a vendor-unique 32 bit DSP floating point 
fonnat (not IEEE 754), and that while we had found a pathological data set for the first 
expression, an equally ill-fonned data set might well exist for the second expression. 
There are several expressions for calculating sample variance. Each implementation has 
advantages and disadvantages, with the usual tradeoff being between computational efficiency 
versus error. The following two examples illustrate this trade off. 
Suppose we need to acquire m data values {X), X2 , X3, •.. , Xm}, and we want to estimate the 
sample mean (x) and sample standard variance (i) for the data set. These values can be 
calculated using the one-pass West's algorithm: 
The calculation for the mean x is given by the following algorithm: 
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M,=X, 
Xk-Mk')k 2Mk = Mk-' + k ' = ,...,m( 
x=Mm 
M is a real-valued storage register, even if the data values are integers. Mk holds the value of the 
mean of the first k data values acquired. As each data value is acquired, three operations are 
required to calculate the mean: one addition, one subtraction and one division. 
The calculations for the sample variance by West's algorithm are given by: 
1; = 0 
Tk = Tk_1 +(k-l).(Xk -Mk_J{ Xk -kMk-, ),k=2,... ,m 
The variance i can then be found for the set of m data values as 
2 Tms =-­
m-l 
T is a real-valued storage register, even if the data values are integers. Tk holds the value of the 
variance of the first k data values acquired times the constant k-l. As each data value is 
acquired, five operations are required: one addition, two subtractions, and two multiplications 
(one subtraction and one division were already performed while calculating the mean). 
The total operations count for calculating the sample mean and sample variance for West's 
Algorithm is: 
8 + 31m Floating Point Operations per data point acquired. 
This algorithm gives a mathematically equivalent expression for sample mean. But, the 
expression for variance is not exact. According to [Chan79], an upper bound for the relative 
error in the estimate of sample variance for a set ofm data values is: 
where K is the condition number of the data, and 11 is the relative precision of the computer. 
West's algorithm is optimized for speed of computation, with some trade off in error. In contrast, 
the corrected two-pass algorithm [Press92] attempts to dynamically correct for machine round­
off error, at some expense in computationally efficiency. The algorithm is given by: 
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If the calculation of the mean were exact, and there were no round-off errors in the subtraction, 
the second sum would evaluate to zero. Since the arithmetic is not exact, the second sum 
accumulates an approximation of the total round-off error, and applies the correction to the 
standard formula for sample variance. 
Since there are several unique algorithms, each with inherent advantages and disadvantages, 
standard deviation therefore makes an interesting case study for algorithm selection. 
3.2 Convergence 
Validation of algorithms that are numerical in nature often presents unique challenges. A piece 
of numerical code could be in error because the programmer implemented the algorithm 
incorrectly. These types of errors can be investigated formally. But, even if the code correctly 
implements the desired algorithm, numerical routines can still produce erroneous results. For 
example, in the case of iterative procedures, one issue is convergence: some algorithms converge 
to the correct solution under most circumstances, but fail for certain "pathological" cases. The 
classic example is Newton's method for root finding, when applied to a function that has a 
horizontal slope at some point near the root. For such a function and some initial guesses, a 
standard implementation of Newton's method may fail to converge to the root. Determining the 
conditions under which an iterative algorithm will converge to the correct solution is usually 
possible, and fixes are often available to make the algorithm more robust (as is the case with 
Newton's method). 
3.3 Roundoff Error 
Another problem encountered by some numerical routines is round-off error. Floating-point 
representation of real numbers introduces round-off error, and arithmetic operations can 
accumulate or magnify these errors to the point where the final result of a numerical calculation 
is meaningless. An oft-cited example is solving a linear system by Gauss-Jordan elimination 
where the coefficient matrix is nearly singular. A basic implementation of Gauss-Jordan 
elimination can give grossly erroneous results, and the errors result entirely from magnification 
of round-off errors. Fortunately, in this case, the problem can be overcome by modifying the 
algorithm, e.g., to include maximum pivot scaling [Press92]. But the key point here is that the 
basic algorithm for Gauss-Jordan elimination, correctly implemented, can accurately solve one 
linear system, but not another. Thus, one problem with round off is that errors can be significant 
or not, depending on the data that is being analyzed. 
3.4 Data Dependent Algorithm Selection 
Suppose a routine is required to calculate the standard deviation of a set of input values. Does 
the code return an acceptable value for standard deviation? This question is far less benign than 
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it might seem, even for the seemingly simple case of calculating standard deviation. As 
previously noted, the error can be unacceptably large even if the standard deviation algorithm is 
implemented correctly. Furthermore, the same algorithm might produce an acceptable result for 
one data set and an unacceptable one for another data set. The acceptability of the result may 
also depend on its intended application. 
Problems with round-off error can sometimes be foreseen. For example, round-off error can 
occur when two numbers that are nearly equal are subtracted. In this case, the true difference 
between the numbers may lie at or beyond the last floating-point digit represented in either 
number. Avoiding or correcting for this case is usually sufficient to make the code more robust 
to round-off error. But in most cases, coding for robustness to counter propagation of round-off 
errors includes performance trade-offs. 
To test the performance of numerical algorithms, there is a need to create data sets with known 
characteristics. For example, a set of values that is approximately normally distributed with a 
given mean and standard deviation can be generated by repeatedly inverting the Gaussian 
probability distribution function. Starting with a random deviate Z E [0, I], seek the value of a 
where P(x < a) = z for a standard normal distribution. Define the function 
f(x) = I f/~(y;rdy-Z (YJ2i ~ 
The root offwill give a normally distributed deviate from the random deviate z, and can be 
found using bisection, a method which is guaranteed to find the root for any probability 
distribution function. 
f(a) = 0 
-4 -3 -2 -1 
.Q.2 j' 
.Q.4 f(x)Jl (J'-v ~Je"K';'J'dz]-p(x<a)=o 21l ---w
.J 
.Q.a 
-1 
Alternatively, an approximately normally distributed data set can be generated from a uniform 
deviate using the central limit theorem. If the original uniform distribution has mean x and 
standard deviation (Yx' then define a random variable X consisting of the mean of n samples 
drawn at random from the uniform distribution. By the central limit theorem, X will be normally 
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distributed with mean x and standard deviation '.;;; [Rice95]. So, to create a data set that is 
approximately normally distributed, start with a uniform distribution and sample it; the sample 
averages will give the desired data set. 
The variance of a continuous random variable X with expected value E(x) = p and density 
functionj{x) is [Rice95]: 
Var(X) = (, (x - p)' j(x)dI: 
For a uniform distribution over the interval [p - c, p + c], the density function is given by 
Ij(x) '" - on [p - c, p + c], and zero elsewhere. So, the variance for a uniform distribution on 
2c 
[p - c, p + c] is 
Var(X)= (x-p)'-dI:r,,-c+c 2c I 
c' 
= 
3 
The second method for generating a Gaussian deviate has the advantage that it does not depend 
on the convergence of a root-finding algorithm. The following function implements the second 
method: 
#define MAX 14 BIT 16383
 
#define CLT-MAX 500
 
/1-- Generate a Gaussian deviate as an unsigned, 14-bit value, with 
//-- given mean and standard deviation (sigma). Successive calls to 
//-- the function will return a set of values that is approximately 
//-- normally distributed with sample mean and sample standard 
//-- deviation that are input to the function. 
unsigned short Gaussian (double mean, double sigma) 
{ 
int i;
 
double deviate = 0.0;
 
double range sigma * sqrt (3.0 * CLT_MAX);
 
//-- here is the central limit theorem 
for (i = 1; i <= CLT MAX; i++) ( 
deviate += «(2.0*((double) rand!) / (double) RAND MAX ) - 1.0) 
* range + mean; 
//-- the normally distributed deviate will be the average of the 
//-- CLT MAX values generated in the loop 
deviate 7= CLT_MAX; 
//-- Clip the deviate in the range 0 to MAX 14 BIT 
if (deviate > MAX 14 BIT) 
deviate = MAX 14 BIT; 
if (deviate < 0.0) 
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4 
deviate = 0.0; 
return (unsigned short) deviate; 
Now, a nonnally distributed data set can be generated whose mean and variance are pre­
detennined. Such a data set can be used to test the accuracy of algorithms used to compute 
sample mean and variance. But, in order to do this, it is essential that the 'exact' value of the 
mean and variance are known. But, numerical routines inherently have round-off errors whose 
effects on the final calculation are indetenninable. How can the exact values be calculated? 
ARBITRARY-PRECISION ARITHMETIC 
To calculate the exact value of sample mean and variance for a given data set, it is possible to 
use a computer algebra program such as Maple or Mathematica. The original data set is read in, 
and converted to integers. The computer algebra system operates on the data values as integers. 
The calculations between integers are accomplished with integer arithmetic, so there is no round­
off error in the calculations. The exact rational number can be approximated to any degree of 
precision. The final answers can then be calculated to any level of precision, accurate to the last 
decimal place represented. The following Maple code implements this idea: 
> sumdata: =0:
 
> for i from 1 by 1 to 128 do
 
sumdata:=sumdata+data[i] :
 
end do:
 
> datamean: =sumdata/128;
 
1048599
 
datamean:= 128 
> evalf (datamean, 30) ;
 
8192.17968750000000000000000000
 
> sumdata : =0 :
 
> for i from 1 by 1 to 128 do
 
sumdata:=sumdata+(data[i]-datamean)~2; 
end do:
 
> variance:=sumdata/ (127) ;
 
. 4696943
 
varzance:= 16256 
> evalf (variance, 30) ;
 
288.935962106299212598425196850
 
> standard deviation:=sqrt(variance);
 
- 1
 
standardjeviation := 2032 ~ 1193023522
 
> evalf (standard deviation, 30) ;
 
16.9981164281898955523023417348
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Libraries for arbitrary-precision arithmetic can be obtained for most popular programming 
languages. Java features the class BigDecimal in its Core API (standard library). Programmers 
utilizing such libraries do need to be aware of performance implications of trying to achieve the 
maximum precision possible. For example, computing the sequence 
p(O) = 0.01 
p(n+l) = 4p(n)-3p(ni 
takes several hours to compute the 20th iteration with the Java BigDecimal class. 
MONTE CARLO METHODS 
Another approach to dealing with precision loss and round-off error is to introduce randomness 
into floating-point algorithms. An algorithm that, in some essential way, employs the tossing of 
a fair coin is variously called a probabilistic, or randomized, or Monte Carlo program. Typically 
the algorithm, one or more times during execution, will need to make a random selection from 
among n alternatives; it then proceeds to toss an n-sided coin, which, operationally, amounts to 
getting a random integer in the range 1..n. Some of the better known uses of randomization are 
found in primality testing (the Solovay-Strassen and Miller-Rabin algorithms); in randomized 
string-matching (Karp-Rabin); in Monte Carlo integration; in finding nearest-neighbors (Rabin); 
and in randomized Quicksort (Knuth). An excellent survey of the uses of randomization in 
sequential and distributed algorithms is [Gup94]. 
Monte Carlo Arithmetic (MCA) [Par97] employs randomization in floating-point operations so 
as to effect (I) random rounding, which produces round-off errors that are both random and 
uncorrelated; and (2) precision bounding, which can be used to detect the "catastrophic 
cancellation" that results from subtraction of substantially similar floating-point values (and, not 
incidentally, to implement dynamically varying precision). In MCA, arithmetic operators and 
operands are randomized, or perturbed with random values in some predefined way; thus, using 
MCA, multiple evaluations of the sum of two operands will generally yield different results each 
time. The following illustrative example is given in [Par97]: 
Consider the equation 
a x 
2 
- b x + c = 0, 
with a = 7169, b = 8686, and c = 2631; exact (rounded) solutions are 
rl = .60624386632168620,
 
r2 = .60536165746126819.
 
The C language statements, 
rl = ( -b + sqrt ( b*b - 4*a*c ) ) 1(2 * a); 
r2 = ( -b - sqrt (b*b - 4*a*c ) ) I ( 2 * a); 
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using IEEE floating-point, with round-to-nearest (the default), yielded the values 
rl = .606197, r2 = .605408. 
It was also run five times with (single-precision) MCA, yielding five distinct values for each of 
r1 and r2, which averaged out to 
rl = .606213, r2 = .605338, 
with standard deviations of .000037 and .000033, and standard errors of .000016 and .000015, 
respectively. The standard deviations provide an estimate of the absolute errors in the computed 
results, and a large standard deviation would indicate a large error. The standard error estimates 
the absolute error in the computed average, tends to increase inversely with the square root of n, 
and, it turns out, estimates the number of significant digits in the result. So, taking a sample of 
(in this case, five) computations provided good average values, as well as statistics that reflect 
deviations among the samples and estimates of the absolute error. 
From [Par97]: 
"Our key idea is that the information lost by using finite-precision computation can also be 
modeled as inexactness, and can also be implemented as random error. Floating-point arithmetic 
differs from real arithmetic only in that additional random errors are needed to model the loss of 
significance caused by the restriction of values to limited precision... [F]or a bounded arithmetic 
expression (possibly involving inexact values), the expected value of its computed Monte Carlo 
average will be its expected real value. Furthermore, the accuracy of this average is estimated by 
its standard error. " (pp.9-1O) 
Again, from [Par97]: 
"the distinction between exact and inexact values can be realized by modeling inexact values as 
random variables... our goal of MeA becomes the implementation of arithmetic on real numbers 
(exact values) and random variables (inexact values), and somehow this is to be done with 
floating-point hardware." (op. cit., p.3l) 
In making the case for MCA, these are among the cited benefits: 
--Unlike conventional floating-point arithmetic, MCA maintains information about the number 
of significant digits of floating-point values; consequently, 
• It (probabilistically) detects occurrences of catastrophic cancellation; 
• Variable precision is supported; 
• Round-off errors are, indeed, random; 
• Addition becomes (statistically) associative. 
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Of course, all this does not come without a price: because more logic is required than for 
conventional floating-point arithmetic, MCA is more expensive to implement in hardware; 
expressions have to be evaluated multiple times, adding computational overhead. 
6 SUMMARY 
We have seen that when manipulating measurements as floating point values, developers must 
take care so as to not throwaway hard-earned accuracy. Seemingly simple operations can result 
in subtle errors that can be difficult to analyze. 
Much if not most of today's test software is executed on IEEE Std. 754 implementations. It 
behooves us as test system developers to understand this popular standard, and the facilities it 
provides for detecting exceptional conditions. It's not enough to simply perform intermediate 
calculations in double precision: algorithm selection must be carefully considered to preserve 
measurement accuracy. We saw that even for the apparently simple case of calculating standard 
deviation, careful consideration must be given to data dependencies when selecting an algorithm. 
Arbitrary precision and Monte Carlo Arithmetic offer alternative approaches for managing 
precision loss and round-off error, though these may be impractical for many test system 
implementations. 
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